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Humankind Drives & Controls an Unsustainable Earth System
Ecologically Sustainable Development

‘Living within the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystems.’

Energy Input
from the SUN

Definition from IUCN, WWF & UNEP (1991) Caring for the Earth

SOCIETY

Our SOCIETY is only ENABLED by the Biosphere &
operates entirely within the it. Increasingly, society
operates with ecological discord as if DISCONNECTED
from the Biosphere and without understanding our
complete dependency upon it – the NATURAL CAPITAL

ECONOMY
Extraction
of NATURAL
CAPITAL

Pollution
Outputs

BIOSPHERE

(Global Ecosystem)

The BIOSPHERE is the Earth’s global ecosystem ultimately
enabled by the sun but comprises the myriad of regional
ecosystems & their geophysical domains; the Biosphere’s
resilience depends upon its extensive bio-diversity. This is
now fundamentally challenged by the GROWING &
UNSUSTAINABLE impacts of humankind’s affluence.

The ECONOMY is a social construct that is crucial for
health & well-being achieved by extraction of NATURAL
CAPITAL from the Biosphere, which can absorb
consequent waste and redundant products but only
within limits. Inefficiencies & EXCESSIVE CONSUMPTION
impacts & DEBILITATES the Biosphere, increasingly
reduces its capacity to absorb waste outputs and regenerate.

ONLY by reducing consumption, transforming to a more
localized economy and by regulation of human impacts
can a SUSTAINABLE STEADY STATE be achieved.
This requires an assertion of an ECOLOGICAL CULTURE.

Extracted Natural Capital + Impact of Pollution is EXCEEDING capacity of Biosphere to assimilate
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The Climate & Ecological Emergency stems from WHY ?

WE CALL THIS AN
EXPONENTIAL TREND !
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The Climate & Ecological Emergency stems from . . .
EXCESSIVE CONSUMPTION
Global temperatures have increased by over 1.2ᴼC
GLOBALLY
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WE CALL THIS AN
EXPONENTIAL TREND !
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MATERIAL CONSUMPTION
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8,193 12,402
2,754 7,171
149
552
2,389 8,445

FACTOR OF
2005
INCREASE
19,061 1.5 > 2.4
11,846
2.6 > 4.3
961
3.7 > 6.5
22,931 3.5 > 9.5

. . and the
response
IS. . .?

Logical Response to an emergency . . .
Initiate rapid & radical change to
avert a status quo trajectory on course for crisis.
In a democracy rapid economic & societal change only tolerated,
and enabled, by permissiveness of majority of its citizens
Fundamental barrier to adequate action is understanding
Logical Response:
the need for mass civil society engagement to be enabled,
to ensure rapid & radical change by common informed consent.

Challenges: Our Degraded Culture of Citizenship
From a survey cited in Prospect magazine in 2006
Do you think community engagement/involvement is a good thing? 86% YES
Might you consider being involved in any community engagement? 26% YES
Are you currently involved doing voluntary community work?
Community Ethic
- 2% YES
increasingly impacted by the
Consumer Culture
Indicative trend in
Growth in global
Oil based consumption,
production of plastic
high economic growth
and corporate driven
consumerism

!
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Challenges: A Culture of Consumerism & Affluence
Hedonist
An ethic with a focus on pleasure (in the sense of the satisfying desires) is
taken to be the proper aim of human life. So a strong ‘consumer’.
Citizen
An ethic of stewardship & focus on justice & living peaceably to others;
empathy with neighbours and recognizing responsibilities to contribute
positively to the health & welfare of society.
One who seeks to use their time to understand the issues of society;
the understanding qualifies one to participate in their democracy.
Implies a readiness to make some degree of sacrifice for society,
based on their understanding, according to their abilities and resources.

Self-serving
Hedonist

BIG Carbon Footprint

Unconsciously in search of
psychological well-being ?
Action on Climate Change . . .

Altruistic
Citizen
SMALL Carbon Footprint
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Challenges: Rationale for Community Engagement
§ Years of austerity crippled municipal ability to fund & facilitate
public engagement – now much to do & need to play ‘catch-up’.
§ Widespread lack of grasp about profundity of climate emergency crucial to inspire community action.
§ ALL need to begin to see themselves as potential enablers & agents of
local economic, infrastructure and cultural changes needed.
§ Increasingly, surveys in UK and westernised countries point towards
severe despondency amongst youth (e.g. 16-24yrs) due to lack of
serious progress on climate change mitigation and adaptation.
§ But collective opportunities for shifting to low-carbon, eg. Retrofit, best
identified through broad community-based dialogue.
§ Engagement considerably enhances networking potential.
§ Intergenerational dialogue can help positive ENVISIONING about future.
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AIM: Achieving Local Community Agency ?
§ HOW DOES THIS BEGIN PRACTICALLY ?
It means making a start on triggering extensive local discourse –
‘how can we change our communities for the better?’
We must understand what should be done nationally but need to pursue
What are best local actions?
How to give a voice to children?
How to raise local knowledge & skills
& move local ambition into action?
How to produce a document for change,
A Community Climate Adaptation Plan.
BEFORE ALL THAT . . Motivation is needed
WHICH CALLS FOR A TACTIC TO MOTIVATE
AGENCY achieved only
& TRIGGER LOCAL DISCOURSE

by progress along all 3 axes
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A Key to a Community Response: Conjoined Envisioning?
THREAT
§ Unlike a physical threat (one widely understood) of war or epidemic,
‘seeing’ the future implications of climate change,
- extremely difficult for many people.
But envisioning that threat is crucial to motivate people,
otherwise urgency not felt.
POSSIBILITIES & NEW PARADIGM
§ Ambition for radical & rapid change to a low-carbon system, will
requires people to glimpse range of possible solutions,
a new paradigm, otherwise the motivation will not be there.

The big challenge is to ENVISION both the threat & the possibilities
for radical & rapid changes - BUT only from that comes the motivation
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A Tactic for Triggering Community Engagement
An extended day long community festival - Climate Shout!

A well-planned, well-resourced day event involving all ages, with imaginative side events

q The FESTIVAL : essentially a device to attract as many people as possible,
assembled to receive a performance*/presentation envisioning ‘The THREAT’
*(Within a 1hr slot?) BUT GOES ON TO STRESS the community itself is the agency
of SOLUTIONS (Possibilities & shift towards a new paradigm).
*This core presentation (Threat & ’possibilities) is THE crucial part of the event.
q The FESTIVAL showcases possible low-carbon solutions, retrofit, renewable
energy & microgrid potential & importance of local food growing; emphasise
ensuing well-being benefits for local economy.
q A key OUTCOME goal for attendees is to institute regular meetings, in order
to explore & evolve local initiatives, actions & other events for networking.
q As well as serious truths at its core, overall the festival experience must be
positive & seen as a valuable community experience, one to be repeated.
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To Act on the Crisis requires ENVISIONING a paradigm shift ?
ONLY once communities are fully engaged can a different paradigm begin to be explored with
understanding that our CONSUMERISM feeds our inherent desire for novelty & discovery.

New Paradigm – A culture of active pursuit of health & well-being
Key to needed cultural shift is a far greater emphasis on self-discovery &
interaction within communities (i.e. Addressing Psychological well-being)
This means: self-development and exploring one’s own potential abilities,
such as written, oral& artistic skills, drama, craft in materials & textiles, with a
focus on far greater engagement with nature, husbandry of the landscape,
food growing, artisanship, up-skilling & a stress on a stewardship culture.
All relevant to general well-being, developing a local economy & degrowth.

Self-serving
Hedonist
BIG Carbon Footprint

Unconsciously in search of
psychological well-being ?
requires . . . a culture shift

Altruistic
Citizen
SMALL Carbon Footprint
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Local Authority <–> Community Interaction re Climate Resilience
3 ways of how LA determines its actual service & political mandates.
1. Combination of statutory obligations & political mandate
2. Reactively due to arising issues – (Eg. councillor feedback of NIMBY reactions)
3. A THIRD ARM of the L.A. <interaction> community,
which can mean empowering place-based communities.
This THIRD ARM, mostly relates to public meetings and consultation processes.
Austerity severely impacted LA’s institutional capacity to deliver its services &
also to hold regular public meetings at a neighbourhood level + pandemic impact.
A likely response of LA - a more inward focus on its own institutional capacity
to deliver services, showing itself in a more hierarchical, inflexible approach.

But efficient delivery of public services is by ensuring local communities
are actively engaged in shaping the specification of services.
PROPOSAL: Extending this THIRD ARM to harness & empower community* associations
to help frame development & delivery of its public services. *Place-based
Especially applies to suitable measures for climate resilience and help in fostering a
diffusion of a cultural shift towards a low-carbon economy.
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The Typical Role of Community* Associations

*(Place-based)

Typical ‘needs and aspirations’ of, for example, Residents Associations:
Ø improve & defend their local built & natural environment;
Ø promote charitable purposes for health & well-being
Ø promote a culture of local stewardship
Ø encourage sharing of experience, skills & knowledge for the above.
Place-based residents associations (RAs) have a role to accelerate community
awareness & feedback to local government on any number of issues.
Given urgency to address climate crisis this role needs to be exploited.
Local authority ideally placed to facilitate forming new RAs & to enable networking
between RAs for diffusion of best practice of localized changes to improve climate
resilience and promote low-carbon culture within their communities
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Nexus between Local Authority & Resident Associations
for Climate Resilience Agenda
Examples of local CLIMATE SOLUTIONS requiring community engagement:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Changed energy systems: renewables & localisation.
Building refurbishment/retrofit & community energy conservation programmes.
Promoting all new development to be Net Zero Carbon
Promotion of high quality urban place-making.
Increase community-based urban food growing capacity.
Re-skilling & training initiatives to empower communities to localise their economy &
skills, and to foster circular economy principles.
Physical changes to settlements to prioritise accessibility - not mobility.
Promotion of active transport infrastructure.
Measures to better manage pluvial, fluvial & coastal local flood risk.
Planning for integrated urban green infrastructure & SuDs
Nature based Solutions climate mitigation & adaptation
(Eg.Afforestation; peatland & saltmarsh restoration)
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Responsibility of Local Government to engage effectively
New International standard ISO 37000 intended to be very useful for local
governments in establishing management systems for sustainable development.
Effective stakeholder engagement and relationship building is a cornerstone
of good governance and provides the organization with the ability to
understand stakeholder requirements of the organization and co-create
services and products of worth to stakeholders, increasing stakeholder value.
Source: ISO 37000 – Governance of Organizations (2021)

In the context of acting upon the Climate Crisis the local authority, with respect
to the needs for ‘Community Involvement’, must address the question:
‘How best to understand the needs and aspirations of the communities within
its governance?’ Thus, the nature and efficient means of communicating and
receiving feedback must be considered.
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Resetting Local Responsiveness to Deliver Climate Resilience
A. Local authorities have key role in transformation to Net Zero AND a large part of
population may represented by Residents’ Associations (et al.).
B. Likely in near future, Central government guidance & grants to increase.
C.

Ability of LA to communicate & interact speedily with a large portion of its residents
will greatly improve prospects for rapid transformation of residential areas for climate
adaptation

D. Effective LA response can be to mobilize resident associations*, thereby, help
develop & deliver suitable measures for climate resilience and foster a diffusion of a
cultural shift towards a low-carbon economy;
E.

Great potential of residents associations (RAs) to enable & accelerate diffusion of
‘best practice’, needed localized changes to improve climate resilience and promote
low-carbon culture & food security within their communities.

F.

.By demographic analysis, via GIS, a local authority can identify & target new areas
for new residents associations.

*N.B.

For the relevance of the argument expressed by this presentation, the terms ‘Residents Association’,
‘Tenants Association’, ‘Neighbourhood Association’ or ‘Community Association’ could be considered
interchangeable, except for the caveat that the desirable population of households should be below 1,000.
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An Example of Density Mapping for a Local Government Area
( Applying Surface Population Density mapping based on Census Data for Bolton Metropolitan Borough )

Example of
known Horwich
Residents
Associations

New Chapel
Claypool
Ainsworth
Stocks Park
Other known RAs
with boundaries
unmapped

Maltby
Flower Estate
Trinity Riverside
Sunnyside

BOLTON METROPOLITAN BOROUGH
1991 Census Household Density

Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) analysis of
household density hotspot
areas can help suggest
candidate ‘core neighbourhood areas’ [CNA] where new
residents associations could
be promoted.
Example of high density
areas that may represent
existing or potential RAs
NOTE
This mapping is based on a
200m grid sq (4ha) and through
surface population mapping can
represent relevant Census data.
Surface population mapping has
the great advantage of maintaining a constant spatial unit
against which a demographic
variable can be best appreciated
and compared across a broad
geographic coverage.
Generally, this form of GIS
analysis has been inadequately
used by the planning profession.
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Local Authority intervention for enhanced stakeholder engagement
through systematic development of community associations. - HOW ?

Key Early Steps
Firstly, A STOCKTAKE by local authority - what residents’ associations actually exist, with formal
constitutions. The local authority must coarsely map the geography of these areas describing
indicative provisional boundaries. An initial network of associations is established & shared.
Secondly, the local authority draws up MODEL GUIDANCE (inc. a simple constitution template)
for setting up a community/residents’ association as a basis for founding new formally
constituted associations.
Thirdly, the local authority, using household density criteria, identifies geographical hotspots of
higher density areas, using GIS with census data, more conducive to formation of viable
community/ residents’ associations [nb. A threshold density likely to be > 32 dwellings per ha].
ESTABLISHES CANDIDATE AREAS TO FORM ASSOCIATIONS .
Fourthly, through engagement, partly cascaded through existing residents’ associations, the
local authority ACHIEVES A PATCHWORK OF ASSOCIATIONS across its area. The inception
meeting for setting-up an association needs a community discussion to draw up a basic SWOT
analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & Threats) - resulting in a draft document
encouraging the community to take itself forward towards a formally constituted body.
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Benefits for a Local Authority with a
High-performing Stakeholder Interaction System for Climate Resilience
Systematic development of community associations to cover a major share of LA’s population
(Likely population coverage within a range 30% to 50% ), THUS enhancing governance &
interaction for well-being of its citizens. Key benefits are:
A. Community involvement in consultation processes – can be greatly facilitated, reducing the
local authority resources needed for those processes whilst improving quality of interaction;
for the local authority benefits of efficiency and effectiveness.
B. Public engagement around the transition for a Net Zero – public understanding around
climate change and its implications can be accelerated and intergenerational exchanges
about local actions can be advanced towards practical action around local climate
adaptation & mitigation RESULTING IN better empowerment of communities.
C. Improving ability of local authority to deliver systematically grants and work packages,
relating to climate adaptation and mitigation (eg. Retrofit), can be greatly enhanced because
there would be a pre-existing network of contacts across its area that can help fast-track
communication.
D. Local Authority facilitates sharing of best practice (Including annual conference) between
community associations, with easier & more rapid networking, serving to catalyse
development of widespread beneficial actions and their modus operandi of implementation.
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CLIMATE ENGAGEMENT & THINKING TOWARDS A NEW PARADIGM

Place-based Community Engagement needs to happen
IF we are to get the majority ‘on the same page’ . . .and
motivated to assume agency & so become empowered.
Local Authorities need to get smarter & more efficient
about interacting with their own stakeholders
IF Climate Adaptation Planning & Actions are
to happen effectively and at the urgent pace needed.

. . and the
response
IS. . .?
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a paradigm shift . . .
in our ‘economic’ culture

Because
A system based on
perpetual growth
cannot function
without off-loading
continual impacts.
Ultimately,
it is a system
that destroys itself
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The Challenge for Youth: Mental Well-being
THE ACTUALITY:

A growing awareness of the prognosis . . .
an early response needed – ONLY actions offer hope

UNDERSTANDING:
Ecological inter-dependencies
How human-made systems work against nature
Historical radical system change examples
Need for local economy transformation
The nexus of nature & well-being – prosperity?

ENVISIONING:
Reality of CC threats
Best practice solutions
Political change ?

Local intergenerational engagement & dialogue will be essential
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A SYLLABUS FOR AN ENVISIONING CLIMATE ACTIVIST ?
Climate activists need the knowledge underpinning an
overall vision, so to communicate, argue for and inspire
others of the urgent need for local actions. Major, rapid
transformation in how our society works is now essential
BUT this will NOT be possible without majority support of
the local populations actively participating to help bring
about transformation.
The urgent need is to grow
dialogue within communities to advance understanding.

Within 5 years, based on current trends, the possibility
of limiting global temperature rise to 1.5℃ will be lost,
which effectively dooms global corals: a key lynchpin of
marine biodiversity. The ensuring prognosis will likely
have further serious implications for youth’s mental
well-being; n.b. many surveys are already indicating a
categorical ‘doomist’ mentality amongst 50% of youth.
Repercussions for society may then become profound.

q Climate Science & Ecological Prognosis
q International Framework for Global Ecological Stewardship
q Neoliberalism & the Endemic Nature of Fossil Fuels within Western Culture
q 20th Century Unsustainable Landscape-scale & Urban Change
q Climate Mitigation & Adaptation Best Practice Solutions
q Issue of Degrowth & Need to Re-focus on Reduced Consumption & Stewardship
q Sustainable Local ‘Circular Economy’ Models & Transition Town movement
q The Importance of Regenerative Agriculture and a Community Local Food Growing Culture
q Arguments for a Society to Focus on Future ‘Well-being’ Prosperity
q Active Citizenship Engagement as the foundation for a Healthy Functional Democracy
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The Climate & Ecological Crisis Changes EVERYTHING
The “unequivocal” virulency of the changing climate means we have
about 8 years to bring about major changes.
For the welfare of its citizens, Governments cannot afford to take any mis-steps
in the direction of change that is now needed.
ALREADY the burden of managing the scale of climate adaptation & retrofit is huge.
ALL urban development must be consistent with all the changes
now needed to rein-in emissions and polluting consumption.
We cannot afford to create more retrofit and further need for reworking of our settlements – solutions must be ecologically based.
ALL OUR STEPS NOW
MUST BE CORRECT.
WE CANNOT AFFORD
TO TAKE MIS-STEPS.
ALL MUST BE FIT FOR PURPOSE
FIT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

TIME REMAINING TO BEGIN
MAJOR TRANSFORMATION
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Status of Land in regard to capacity of Ecosystem Services,
degradation and direction of changes

SOURCE: Nachtergaele, F.O., Petri, M., Biancalani, R., Lynden, G. Van,
Velthuizen, H. Van, Bloise, M. (2011): Global land degradation information
system (GLADIS). Version 1.0 An Information database for Land Degradation
Assessment at Global Level. LADA Technical Report no. 17, FAO, Rome
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The Climate & Ecological Crisis Changes EVERYTHING
From COP26, following
declarations by nations on GHG
emissions, the world is on tack
to use up by 2030 the entire
carbon budget limit that would
likely hold global temperature
rise to within 1.5°C. the carbon budget that should
be shared out until mid-century.
ALL OUR STEPS NOW
MUST BE CORRECT.
WE CANNOT AFFORD
TO TAKE MIS-STEPS.
ALL MUST BE FIT FOR PURPOSE
FIT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

+4°C
+3°C

+2.7°C

+2°C
+1.5°C
WE ARE HERE
1.2ºC Warming in 2021

+0°C

